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The authors, as always in their papers, have written a well-formulated discussion of relevant current issues in hydrological modeling. While there are many interesting points here, and Hoshin points out quite a few, I have to agree with Ralf Loritz’s comment that it becomes hard to keep track of what they key points are in an increasing number of commentaries on (at least seemingly) similar issues. In the case of the present manuscript, I think that there are some issues that can be discussed with more rigour to highlight its uniqueness (though the authors might disagree).

One thing that stands out in this commentary is the explicit use of the term top-down modeling. It is not clear to me though what definition the authors use for top-down C1
modeling. My understanding of the manuscript suggests that here this definition includes all conceptual type approaches to hydrologic modeling. So, are all conceptual modeling approaches equivalent to a top-down modeling philosophy? I do not think so, though the authors likely have a different point of view (which would be fine). What definition do the authors follow? Is this defined by the model type I use (ODE vs PDE) or by the mindset/objective I have when developing my model?

Following some of the early definition top-down modeling “provides a systematic framework to learning from data, including the testing of hypotheses at every step of analysis” (Sivapalan et al., 2003). This is often applied in a hierarchical manner (e.g. using signatures), but not necessarily so. If this is the definition the authors use, then I do not think that models such as HBV have been developed following a top-down modeling philosophy. They rather have been developed with a bottom-up mindset I think. Similarly the Sacramento model was not build to just fit the data, but based on an attempt to provide a simple representation of physics. Is there really a common philosophy underlying the modeling approaches used to build HBV, in the top-down papers by Sivapalan and colleagues, and in the FUSE framework? Is it really a binary decision whether an approach is top-down or bottom-up?

If I assume that the definition by Sivapalan above is appropriate, then some important contributions to top-down modeling are missing from this paper. Most notably is the work by Peter Young (e.g. Young, 2003 and much earlier than that), who, with his data-based mechanistic approach, has provided one of the few very structured frameworks for top-down modeling. Of course he did so by making some strong assumptions, which limit the generality of his approach. It would be good if the authors could have a wider look at literature in which top-down modeling strategies are investigated (if they use the term more narrowly than simply all conceptual models).

I think by using a very wide definition of top-down modeling, we miss the opportunity to discuss some important remaining problems. Mainly that hydrology still lacks “a systematic approach to learning from data” as proposed by Siva. For example, how do
we assess model complexity (given that information criteria typically do not work for hydrologic models), so that we can identify the simplest model that fits the data? How do we decide that one model structure is better than another one beyond just looking at performance? The data-based mechanistic approach provides a nice strategy to identify the simplest representation (of routing) supported by the data, while also allowing for a hydrological interpretation. I do not think that we have a more general framework of this type yet (i.e. without Peter’s assumption of using linear transfer functions etc.).

I am also unclear why a top-down approach should be restricted to catchment scale observations (if that is what the authors suggest). If the approach is focused on learning from data then its philosophy can be applied at any scale. Work by Young and colleagues using their top-down philosophy have not been limited to catchment scale hydrologic data, so why should it be for us in hydrology? We could actually build distributed models using a top-down strategy for catchments with extensive internal observations.

These are just some thoughts to (hopefully) advance the discussion.
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